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Abstract of  GB263354  (A)

263,354. England, E. C. G. March 12, 1926.
Mounting bodies.- In a motor vehicle in
which the floor or seat or floor and seat
structure is separate from the body proper,
the body is supported (1) directly on the
chassis at two points in the length thereof,
one at least of which is a point of inflexion
or minimum vibration due to flexing or
displacement of the chassis, or (2) by the
floor or seats at two points only in the
length of the vehicle, by connections which
permit of variation of the distance between
the actual connecting points on the floor or
seats and of variation in the angular relationship of the body and floor or seats. One or
both of the connections in method (2) may be arranged at points of inflection, and the
connections may comprise a pair of forward connections one on each side of the vehicle,
and a pair of rearward! connections or a single central rear connection. As shown, the
front connections consist of a hollow triangular box-like bracket 6, Fig. 3, secured to the
body la and fitting over a. bracket 10 secured to a transverse bearer 4 supporting the
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floor 3 and secured to the chassis 2. The brackets 6, 10 are bolted together with a block
9 of rubber interposed between them, clearance being allowed in the bolt holes in the
brackets to permit angular and longitudinal displacements of the floor or chasis in relation
to the body. The central rear connection shown i Fig. 2 comprises a transverse strap 11
of fabric or metal bolted at its ends to the floor 3 and connected at its centra to a limb 12
of an angle bracket, the other limb 13 of which is bolted to th=-, back 14 of the bcdy. This
connection permits a limited amount of fore and aft and also lateral rocking movement
between the body and floor. A flexible closure may be arranged between body and the
dash board and floor. Various other joints for permitting relative longitudinal and angular
movements are also described. The connections may comprise shackles or links with
msans for damping fore and aft swinging of the body or shackles at the forward
connections and a simple pivot or universal jcint at the rear, or bushed rubber blocks with
pivots passing through the bushes mav be used. Specification 215,700; and 215,703,
[Class 108 (i), Road vehicles, Body details &c. of], are referred to.
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